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The fortnite horror story
About one year ago there was a person named, John wick
.He just joined a game of fortnite. He went inside a house
in salty springs and heard a noise coming from upstairs.So
he went to check what it was. But when he went upstairs
the noise stopped. He started to freak out so he left the
house. he saw this strange figure looking at him in the
distance he started to run back to the house and hide in
the dark dim basement.Then he said to himself “what was
that”?! he peeked out the window to check if it was still
there, it was gone. He got himself up and walked to the
living room. Something was wrong he felt something was
watching him CREEK! He turned to see the bedroom door
open something was crawling in the ceiling in the
bedroom. He could barely see it but he knew it was about
human size it climbed out of the room climbing on the
ceiling to the living room. John Wick stood in fear as the
long slim creepy creature slowly crawled to him. As it got
closer he saw its long gaping mouth and long sharp rows
of teeth and its long slimy tung.John wick pulled out a
legendary heavy shotgun and started shooting the thing.
It fell off the roof but didn’t take no damage he was scared
out of his mind.He could see the anger rushing to its brain.
It stared at him with a grin on its face and then started to
attack it jumped on top of John wicks face. John wick shot
the things on his face.Then next thing he no’s his best
friend racknerock came in the door he shot the thing and it
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died. John wick said “what are you doing here” racknerock
said “I was running from the storm” John wick looked at
the map the storm was coming. The two ran out the
house. ragnarok said before being sniped” go win it for
us”. Then he died there was only John wick and omega
John wick had to win it for ragnarok so he started to build
a one by one and got his sniper and aimed at the omega
and fired. The bullet hit the omega right in the head the
omega died. And the last thing John wick said was “ we
did it buddy we did it “ ragnarock was spectating and he
said “yes we did”.

